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It doesn’t have to be that way. 
Halo Source allows us to save up to 95% time and effort maintaining BI Systems compared to the 
native Microsoft tools.  

Really? How is this possible?  
As Microsoft Certified Trainer for SQL Server, I did see first hand how difficult it is to handle every 
detail manually using the native tools of several vendors. 

Halo Source was developed to handle all common problems automatically. The developer shall 
be able to focus on business requirements, instead too many technical details.. 

Request a Free Trial at: 

https://halosource.eu 
  

What if you could save 95% of time and effort 
maintaining your DWH? 

Data integration projects become too complex very often. Many state of the art tools get you to 
the expected result, but the solutons are extremely difficult to maintain. 

„I am Microsoft Certified Trainer for SQL Server since more than 15 Years. We often help to 
rescue critical projects on the verge of failure. Real World BI projects are often badly strucutred, 
complex and lacking any documentation. Very often they have to be recreated from scratch as 
soon the original developer leaves the company.  
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 „Data integration and operating a BI System can be easy and effective“ says Andreas Schindler. 

Halo Source helps effectively to find relevant data. It makes ist easy to generate aligned, end user 
ready data warehouses. End Users can access these Systems as Self Service BI, while correctness 
and integrity of the data is ensured. To make BI successful easy maintenance is essential. Halo 
Source recognises changes in source systems and empowers „Agile BI“.  

Schinlder IT Solutions is developing Halo Source for iQ4bis, an USA Software Vendor since 2004. 
While developng Halo Source we had 100% focus in maintainability and Agile BI. New developers 
can learn to use Halo Source in only two to three days. They are immediately able to maintain 
existing projects.  Ist very easy to define new test and development environemts in Halo Source. 
This empowers new developers to experiment without ever breaking the production system. 

20 years of experience in data integration is distilled in Halo Source. Most issues araising in real 
world projects are already handled by Halo Source out of the box. 

Halo Source has a technology built in to distill experte knowledge to be reused by Junior team 
members. This and many other features empower you to save up to 95% time and effort in your 
BI Project using Halo Source. 

 

 
 

 

 

Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH 
Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH implements database Solutions since 1992. Our focus shifted to BI, 
enterprise planning and predictive analytics in 2000. Schindler IT-Solutions GmbH started to 
develop Halo Source for iQ4bis Software Inc, an USA Software vendor, in 2004 (www.halobi.com). 
Schindler IT Solutions GmbH is distributor for Halo Products in Europe. 

Since 2016 Schindler IT Solutions GmbH develops and sells tools to make implementing GDPR 
easy under the brand „easyGDPR “. 

https://schindler-it.com 
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